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    Important Note: For customers who would like to avail the rent to purchase – installment payment.

Please know that we will email information how to settle monthly payments and an agreement to purchase.

If you have any question, feel free to email us.


Hoffrichter Trend II ST30 BiLevel (BiPAP) Machine ONLY


The TREND II Bilevel ST30 provides additional safety for the user through a backup frequency, even in the S mode, and alarms for apnea and low minute volumes.


The proven therapy, comfort and safety functions of the TREND II series (including the TREND II BILEVEL ST30) continue to assure effective and comfortable therapy, optionally with air humidification.


Enhanced data management with SD card


	Simple handling
	Data storage and transfer
	AI, leakage values, enhanced compliance analysis, respiratory flow and much more



The comprehensive therapy data are analyzed, adjusted and managed with the aid of the TRENDset PC software. Additionally, the AI, increased leakage values and the average daily operation can be displayed on the device itself. The TREND II BILEVEL ST30 automatically applies altered therapy settings after insertion of the SD card.


Pressure levels


TREND II BILEVEL ST30 features two pressure levels (I-pressure and E-pressure). The trigger, which can be separately adjusted for inspiration and expiration, is especially suited for shallow breathing and effectively prevents undesired self-triggering. The volume-controlled inspiration trigger and the flow-controlled expiration trigger can be set to three different levels.

A latency period of up to 20 seconds can also be set, after which time the ventilation function (T mode) starts. When spontaneous breathing is reinstated, the device automatically switches back to the S mode.



HELPFUL RENTAL FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS


1. What do I need to be able to rent a cpap machine?

Answer: To rent a cpap equipment, please submit any of the following:

a. prescription from your general physician

b. referral letter from GP, sleep technologist

c. sleep report with data results

d. If you do not have any of these, please call us on 07713151892 to further understand your concern.


2. When I rent a cpap machine, does it include cpap mask? 

Answer: No. The cpap mask is rented or purchase separately.


3. I would like to start a cpap trial, but I am not sure what machine to get or which mask is good for me? 

Answer: It’s no problem, please send us an email at sales@sleep-tight.co.uk or call us anytime on 07713151892.


4. When will my rental start? Will it be when I ordered the item & settled my payment? Or when I received the unit?

Answer: The cpap rental will start once you received the complete set of your cpap order.


5. I have received my cpap order but then its missing something?

What should I do?

Answer: We are sorry for this trouble, do not worry, please email us on sales@sleep-tight.co.uk or call us anytime on 07713151892.


6. I do not need the cpap machine for a whole month, can I do short term rental?

Answer: The rental for the equipment is exclusive for a month.

The minimum number of days that you could have the equipment would be for a week and the maximum is for a month.

In case you wish price reduction due to shorter rental, please email or call anytime.

We open to arrangements & negotiations.


7. How do I return the rental equipment?

Answer: Please follow these instructions:

a. Pack the items securely. Be sure all edges are secure.

b. For the protection of the CPAP items, we highly-recommend that you use FedEx, UPS or any insured parcel post for your return. Ship the package via special delivery as much as possible.

c. Please ensure to provide – Item Returns Stub with YOUR COMPLETE DETAILS.

In printed format using a MARKER, please indicate YOUR FULL NAME, YOUR COMPLETE ADDRESS, YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS, and YOUR CONTACT NUMBER. We suggest to clearly put your name so we know who is returning this equipment. The reason for this is that we are receiving several machines at the same time and need to check clearly to distinguish who is who

d. Once posted EMAIL or CALL US to give us the tracking number of the package.
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                contact details

                        
                        Sleep Tight

Sleep-tight (CPAP Solutions Ltd.)

The Old Vicarage

Vicarage Road

Gailey

Staffordshire

ST19 5PU


Tel: 01442 78 0994

Email: sales@sleep-tight.co.uk
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            Latest News

                        
                Why Lack of Sleep Can Cause Early Death, Cancer, Stroke and More According to Studies

                
                    The effects of sleep deprivation can have serious consequences on your health. A lack of sleep can cause weight gain, high blood pressure, heart disease, and mood swings. One of the dangers of sleep deprivation is that a lack of sleep can make you sick. Not getting adequate sleep can even increase your risk of diseases such as cancer, and can lead to premature death.


Most people need between 7 or 8 hours of sleep each night. Having trouble falling asleep, waking up frequently during the night, or certain medications can hinder your sleep patterns. The effects of long-term sleep deprivation can cause you to feel constantly groggy, irritable, and in a bad mood.


What can happen to your health if you regularly don’t get enough sleep? In this article, you will find out what sleep deprivation does to your body. You will also learn how to improve your sleep quality to prevent the side effects of sleep deprivation.

[read more]
                

            

                        
                This Is What Lack Of Sleep Actually Does To Your Brain

                
                    If you’re thinking about burning the candle at both ends this festive season, you might want to reconsider. 

[read more]
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